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CHAPTER I
Background for the study. According to the United State* 
Department of Interior an investigation made in 1924 revealed that 
out of 69,000,000 persons 21 years of age or over 18.86 percent had 
completed some of the work in high school; 6.22 percent were h i^i 
school graduates; 4.55 percent had completed some college work and 
2.14 percent were college graduates.* Prom above figures one is  able 
to see that 25.08 percent o* one fourth of the total population twenty 
one years or over depend entirely on the secondary schools for their 
vocational preparation. I t  is  apparent also from above figures that 
only a small number of the students in high school ever enter college, 
fo r these reasons i t  becomes necessary for secondary schools to break 
away from the tradition of requiring a l l  pupils to take academic sub­
jects which are helpful to students going on for advanced education.
A problem confronting public high schools at present is  what prepar­
ation to give young people who do not expect to fin ish  or go beyond 
the secondary schools.
Purpose of the study. The purpose of this study is  to determine 
the extent and nature of Cooperative Part-Time Vocational training 
in the public high schools of the United States. This study w ill
1. U. S. Department of Interior Biennial Survey of Education in the 
U. S. Bulletin Ho. 30, Vol. 1, P. 421.
2include a discussion oft
1. Extent of the plan.
2. Scope of the plans in operation.
3. Justifications for the form of training.
4. Organisation of plan in operation.
5. How vocational plans o f this tyoe are operated.
6. The essentials of this form of vocational training.
7. The effectiveness of the plan where i t  is  in operation.
8. The weaknesses which are common to this form of training.
9. The future possib ilities  for this type of education.
Owing to the complexity of industry with its  numerous highly 
specialised activities there is  an ever increasing need for vocational 
education in our public hi/eh schools. Study of this tyoe should be 
useful in formulating such tyoe of training.
Delimitations. This study has been delimited so as to cover 
only the Cooperative Part-Time Vocational Training Plan under the 
supervision of the public high school. The discussion of the co­
operative part-time vocational plan is limited to the United States. 
Outside of inferences made to other forms of vocational training plans 
by way of illustration  and contrast the study w ill be limited to the 
Cooperative Part-Time Vocational Training Plan.
Terminology. There are a number of different terms in the 
fie ld  of vocational education which apply to different plans. To 
avoid possib ilities  for confusion in this study of Cooperative Part­
Time Vocational Education it  w ill  be necessary to consider the terms 
in question.
Cooperative Part-Time Vocational Education means a tyns of 
education where industry and business work with public schools for 
a specific objective} that of training young people for specific 
vocations in their entirety or in part and give learners in addition
3fundamental, social, c ivic and economic instruction that tends to
make thorn effic ient workers and worthy aitizens.x
■ftio following term# and definition* are taken from Bollinger1*
report to the 'teeter' Art* Association and are so used in this study, ^
fiflgBfiflatta .FdtaflaftUa «**an» »  form ° *  vocational education 
where the coarlste program involves the cooperation or 
relationship of two a~eneie», one, the school either of 
secondary or college level which gives technical and related 
information! and the other, an institution or agency having 
ecweerelal or practical end# in view, hut placed in a 
cooperative relationship as a naans o f furnishing oppor­
tunities for practical experience to properly prepare 
pupils, This form of preparation is  usually characterised 
by the alternate plan o f haring the pupils work for given 
lengths of tins in school ard In industry,
In to .tl& dLArU  Education is  one of the fiEflftUpj&j&ftfau 
A form of general or non-vocotion&l education, which pro­
vides learners with experiences, under standing# end ap­
preciation o f materials, tools, preoeeees, -products, end 
of the vocational conditions and requirements incident 
generally to ths manufacturing and mechanicnl industries.
TOfiattfimfl M f f l  4e a generic term for a type o f 
education given in a school or elsewhere to f i t  individuals 
to pursue effectively  a reeoipilsed profitable employment 
usually offered to pupils fourteen year* or over who have 
indicated an occupational choice and result* In successful 
placement,
TrnlttlM »  *tarrow form of ygflflUaflftl 
sduo- tlpn for the industrial, worker training only in the 
manipulative sk ills  of a mechanical vocation or a specialised 
industrial pursuit,
PjMWtifffll.Attl eduoation is  a form of general or non- 
vocationsi education which aids or enriches everyday liv ing  
principally through purposive activity. Its  mat od is  
typically doing things, that ie , taking part in activity  
directed towards some present useful purpose, rather than 
toerely acquiring facts or sk ill for their own sake or for 
possible diferred values. Example e f praetlonl art* education 
are dramatics, gna**, music and similar activities through 
Which learner* find whole s o *  satisfaction, including con­
struction o f useful artic les from wood, metal, olay, do th , 
paint, and other like materials.
1. Slroy w. Bollinger, A Selected Glossary of Terns, Final Report To 
The Manual Training Section of ^astern Arts Association.
2. Ahid.
Sources of materials. To secure the data for this I  tody the
investigator prepared a comprehensive Questionnaire. The secondary 
source of data for this study is  obtained from statistics and from 
various other studies made in the fie ld  of vocational education.
In collecting data for this study some of the schools sent a descrip­
tive report of the work as i t  is  "being conducted in their respective 
school in addition to information on questionr.-ire.
Ma.o<lg. JTflgaftttA* la  order te locate public high schools 
in the various states offering cooperative pnrt-time vocational 
training, a preliminary question blank, a cony of which is  included 
in Appehdlx A, was sent to heads o f state departments of education, 
preferably those in charge o f the division of industrial and vocational 
education in the various states and to Industrial Ar ts and Vocational 
Education men of wide acquaintance in the fie ld  of vocational train­
ing. The returns from these question blanks reported f i f t y  eight g' $ 
public high schools as having the cooperative part-time vocational 
training plan. A second questionnaire, a copy of which is  included 
in Appendix A, asking for the detailed information desired for this ^\ 
study, was then sent to these sixty one public high schools. Two 
follow ups were sent to those schools fa llin g  to reply. After the 
follow ups were Bent the total returns received were from 35 or 
60.1 percent of the schools reported.
Assumptions. In the selection of Cooperative Part-Time Vocational 
Training Plan for this study it was my assumption that this form of 
training had been adopted by public high schools in many parts of 
the United States. Experience has convinced me that part-time co­
operative vocational training as an integral part of the regular
5public high schools has considerable merit end promise. There is  & 
need for compilation of data on this form of training a* applied to 
public high schools. The public high schools in the smaller communities 
and rural sections have a distinot problem o f their own as compared 
to the larger metropolitan areas. In the smaller communities the 
young people do not hare the ready access to specialized vocational 
schools. I t  is  ay assumption that the public high school in these 
smaller comm uilties hare as a consequence a huge problem, that of 
meeting the -vocational training needs of its  young people. For the 
average sized high school the Cooperative Part-Time Plan maybe an 
answer to their vocational training problems. A study o f this type, 
i t  is  assumed, may therefore be helpful toward the problem of vocational 
training in the public higji school.
CHAPTER I I
A JUSTIFICATION AffD 35SCRIPTX0N OF. THE PART-TIME 
CPC>P3RAgIT5 pm . OF INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
A,. cm rotera ,, K U »» some on«  ha* aptly
said, "The contributing power of men to human m i l  being is  limited
to vocational efficiency." The main purpose of public education is
good citizenship. The attainments of this objective requires more
than knowledge of history, of government, appreciation of literature
or art and ab ility  to hold our own socially. Citizenship also re­
. ' • t
quires the ab ility  to render service to society and to ourselves.
Frank Hallx former superintendent of the Illin o is  Farmers' Institute 
states the case even more emphatically: "Education that does not 
oromote the desire and power to do useful things— that's earning—  
is  not worth getting. Education that stimulates a love for useful 
activity is  not singly desirable; i t  is  the h ip e s t  degree eth ioal." 
Dr. William Bogan^, superintendent of Chicago c ity  schools, in the 
following words presents much the same view point:— "Education for  
people set up by society need be a type to meet the needs of every­
day l i f e ,  in other words to education for livelihood." As Americans, 
we profess a b e lie f in free public education but our be lie f is  in 
a type of education whieh has been only for the intellectual and 
leisure olass for many centuries. Mans' s t i l l  believe in the type 
of education which is  practical for only those pursuing professional
ambitions but is  useless to the masses with lack of financial physical
' 12
1. Frank Hall, Journal of Proceedings Vol. 47, 1909, P. 493.
2. Dr. William Bogan, American Teachers, 18: 16 D *33.
7and mental capacities.
Daring the last twenty years there has been a tremendous rate 
of growth in the enrollment o f oar public h i *  schools. The United 
States Deportment o f Interior* from a survey covering period between 
1918 and 1926 reveals interesting frsets on rate o f increase of 
enrollment in hisft schools from which the following table is  made.
Table I PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOL I80HIAS* 1918-1926
Tear 1918 1922 1924 1926
Gruber o f Pupils 1,933,821 3,873,009 3,389,878 3,757,466
Prom the above table one can see that the enrollment had in­
creased in 1938 to almost twlcs the number in 1918. According to 
the United States Department of U lterior,3 53 percent of cur population 
between ages o f 15 to 18 were actually enrolled in the secondary 
schools during 1936. According to the progressive increase in en­
rollment between 1918 and 1026 gives adequate reason to suppose that 
a s t i l l  larger proportion o f our population is  at the present tlms 
snrolled in our secondary schools.
The next question to present It s e lf  refers to the percentage 
o f these pupils in hi#jh school which goes on into college, or in 
other words stoat is  the corresponding irate o f increase In college 
enrollments during the same period. The United States Deportment 
of Interior3 reports that out o f every 100 public high school graduates
____________ _ ____________________________
1. U. S. Dsoortmsnl o f Interior, Biennial Survey of Sduoatlon 192G-28. 
Vol. 16, P. 147.
3. Abid., P. 147 
3» Abid., P. 147
sduring 1931 and In 1927, thirty on® went to college th® following 
year, FPom this report it  appears that more than two thirds of the 
high school graduates never enroll for college work, (Hie graph 
showing the percentage increase of certain ag® groups in schools of 
both secondary and college levels from 1900 to 1928 is  reproduced 
as follows1t
CHART 1 INCREASE OF ENROLLMENT IN
COLLEGE AND HIGH SCHOOL
Percent
0
. 1900
r-rw  i l----UUL-Lrt ------
1905 1910 1915 1920 1925 1928
From the grsoh we get a clear picture of the much greater rate 
of increase of enrollment in high schools as compared with colleges. 
Under the present type o f provisions typical of the average high 
school this large proportion of young people in our high schools 
who never went to college were compelled to take college preparatory
1. U. S. Department of Interior, Biennial Survey o f Education 1926­
1928, 7oi. 16, P. 433
9courses Instead of vocational training which would have been a great 
help to them in earning a liv ing commensurate with American standards. 
Also it  is  possible to say that many entering college after graduation 
from high school never graduate. It  is  estimated by the United States 
Department of Interior,-1 that during 1928 out of every 180 young people 
entering college only 50 graduated. This would mean that an additional 
two thirds of those entering college never graduate and should have 
had the privilege of vocational training while in high school. Since 
thirty one out of every hundred high school graduates enter college 
and only approximately one third of this number graduate it  is  possible 
to make the statement that the high schools f a i l  to meet the needs 
of approximately ninety percent of its  pupils' vocational training 
needs. I t  is  also possible to suppose that many hi$i school graduates 
enter college to train for l i f e  work because the high school fa iled  
to provide vocational training better suited to them.
The tra ilin g  offered by the h i^ i schools is  too theoretical 
for the needs of industry. Bo attempt is  made to make possible the 
realisation of theory through immediate practical application. Ho 
attempt is  made to meet the present needs. Instead pupils are re­
quired to apply their e fforts on the abstract level. Hlgi schools 
have fa iled  to provide a program which has been proved to have in­
trinsic value for those in the business and industrial world. As 
a result our young peopls who graduate from our high schools every 
year go out to find a place in the business and industrial world, 
only to discover to their inab ility  to apply their training in h i^i 
school to any gainful pursuit. In discussing the average academic
1. United States Department of Interior. Biennial Survey of Education 
1925-28, Yol. 16, P. 434.
xo
program a* offered by the hij$i school.#* HallJ' has the following to 
say:
*♦ Memory gems with ethical content, are no doubt of great 
value, hut thinking about doing something that needs to 
he done, about doing i t  hotter than it  was ewer before 
and whenever possible, the actual performance, the taking 
of frou !urpnn,M,,t'lo. th*<*e things M i  worth
more in practical ethics than the mere memorising of a l l  the 
beautiful sayings of Longfellow, Lowell, Whittier or Smeraon. *
In the same speech. S a il1 2 endorsed vocational education in the 
following words:
•’The goal of school l i fe  is  useful activity. That this 
should be the goal Is in interest of the state and the 
student. In no other way can the community realise on its  
education investment! in no other way oan the pupil secure 
fo r himself the greatest good. It  is  a law as sure as 
that of gravitation that he who does most for other people, 
does most for himself.H
Education for our young people m at be raad9 practical in n&ture.
In order to o ffer an education which w ill enable youth to adapt 
themselves to needs of the future hi£h schools must make more provision 
for instruction relative to science, machinery and other fie ld s  of 
technical development. .
pupils leave school. Hinder present conditions *ith  high 
schools offering only college preparatory courses, unrelated to the 
needs of young people, there are thoussinds who annually drop out of 
high school. The work which young people are compelled to take in 
hiifr schools seems entirely unrelated and useless to the specific 
vocations which they expect to follow with the result that mortality 
Is  heavy. The Department of Public Instruction states the reason 
for leaving school as fo llow s:3
1. Prank Hall, Journal of Proceedings 1909, Vol. 47, P. 495
2. Ibid , P. 52
3. Department of Public Instruction, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Part­
Time Cooperative Industrial Education. Bulletin 1, P. 11, Harrisburg, Penn.
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"They leave because the traditional type of instructions 
do not include enough action, not enou^i of shat these 
youths consider to be practical instruction having rather 
immediate value in promoting their hopes and ambitions; 
and so they leave school in large number to find jobs, 
having l i t t le  knowledge of the vocations, and l i t t le  or 
no smacial training for them.*
According to 0. Stanley Hall,'*' thirty four percent were found 
to drop out of hl^h. school because its offerings were not interest­
ing. The United States bureau of Educations found from an investigation 
in 1918 that out of each one thousand pupils in the f ir s t  five elementary 
grades only 139 graduated from hi^h school. In Table I I  the results 
of the investigation presents the situation as It  existed in 1918.
The proportion of students remaining In high school through to grad­
uation have undoubtedly increased since this investigation but it  
is  apparent that a largo proportion drop out In each succeeding 
grade.
TABLE I I  THE RUMBB& OP PUPILS OUT OP EACH "1000 ENTERING THE
FIRST PIPE ELEMENTARY GRADES" WEED SURVIVE IN LATER 31ADES
Grade Nurtoer of Survivors
| .
Sixth 834
Seventh 710
Eighth 642
Hinth
Tenth 246
Eleventh 181
Twelfth 150
Graduate s 139
rr
S. L. Heusch, Director of Vocational Education in Ohio estimates 
that, "ha lf of our youth leave school at sixteen years of age,— the 123
1. Journal of Proceedings, 1909, Vol. 47, P. 493
2. Meyer, George S . , The Probelm of Vocational Guidance, P. 3.
3. State Board for Vocational Education, Training of Workers. through. 
Part-Time Cooperative Education. Columbus, Ohio P .I.
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very age rhen their specialised training should begin." Many who
leave school are forced to do so because of inability  to do the highly
“
acadanic type of work. As these people are made to leave because 
of a program not fitted  to meet their needs, there is  a tendency 
for them to lo3® a purpose for life? that of giving service. Through 
provision of vocational training accompanied by related and applied 
courses in our high schools, i t  is  the b e lie f that a large number 
of these young people could be retained in school and made more 
useful to themselves and society.
In transferring from school to occupation, preparation must take pl&oe 
somewhere along the line either in school or on the job. The in - 
dividual*s vocational sucoess defends upon suitable choice of an 
occupation. In some occupations this preparation takes place after 
earployrmt begins irtiils in others preparation is  made in school.
I t  becomes a slow process and is  acoospanied by much expense.
Myers, brings out that this cost becomes a waste which is trans­
ferred to society in the form of added cost to the commodities.
Tfith the fixed gulf of uupreparedness between high schools and 
industry, inefficient work, frequent change of employment and idle­
ness due to vocational incompetence is  responsible for a tremendous 
economic loss. To youth it  is  discouraging to spend years of precious 
time in school and after graduation discover their incompetence in 
vocations of their choice. This waste of human time and effort and 
economic loss to society can be reduced by having vocational education
1^  Myers, Oeorge B ., The, ftfllAfllBPlt s « w Tork,
The Macmillan Co., 1929, P.P. 145-146.
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in our higji schools. The fact that a majority of young people 
attend secondary schools and since only a snail percentage of these 
people obtain vocational preparation in colleges and universities 
the secondary schools of tomorrow should certainly provide vocational 
training,
?£&?.<?$■ In a changing
world with modem discoveries and inventions vocational education
#
cannot remain static. Demands of industry are changing? certain 
vocations disappear, while entirely new occupations are developed,
T-e teamster has V irtually  disappeared, oo has the wagon builder 
while the auto mechanic and the truck dirver have taken their place.
The problem of our high school w ill be to set up a vocational train­
ing program with sufficient f le x ib ility  to meet this change. I f  
vocational training in its  entirety i «  to take place within the 
walk of our school it  would thsn be necessary to anticipate in advance 
the change which is  coining.
fr.lKS.t.fltlqfl.? .SfraARtafi As. , . M A ,  S c k a a ia
Sauiraaent Posts. Due to complexity of industry with it s  numerous 
hishly specialised activ ities the cost of adequately equiping the 
smaller schools would almost be prohibitive. The cost of equipment 
would be enormous since this would c a ll for continual replacement 
of ebsolete equipment. In enall communities the demand for workers 
in any one trade is  not sufficient to Justify equipment for a continuous 
cuor-ly o f trained men. While a surplui* of young people trained for 
a certain vocation in the local community may secure employment in 
ether places, the main concern of any community is  its  own needs.
14
Teachers. I t  Is d ifficu lt  to secure teachers competent In more
.
than one trade. In a smell community an Instructor in charge of
: C’.’"V M ‘
vocational training would hsve to be master of several trades as
.
it  would he impossible to hsve separate instructors for each trade. 
Few caroenters would he competent at the metal trades and a f ir s t
class machinist is not like ly  to he a master with carpenter*s tools.
,sM .JHFWRgfrs. Since occupations
havo come to be highly specialized the most that public schools in
• ! ismaller communities can hone to do is  to offer vocational training
■
only in the most commonly pursued vocation* end then only on a general­
ized bases. There are over 3000 different occupations in which man 
and women may earn a liv ing. Obviously, it  w ill he impossible for 
even the largest of urban schools to provide specific training in 
s.11 these callings.
Industrial 3g-uir.se oA rapid ly.fttapAate.. Equipment installed In 
schools soon become out of date because improvements are constantly 
being made in materials, in processes and machine design. Obsolete 
machines w ill only develop a general mechanical sk ill and f a i l  to 
provide experience necessary for definite training in a specific 
trade. Uhen pupils are trained on out-of-date equipment they have
to be retrained after regular employment has bean secured. In. . . . ~ • j j ’
giving training for a trade i t  is a waste of time to hove nupils 
work with tools and machines which they w ill not find in industries.
Schools, .unable to, .approximate trade conditions. Some reasons 
that meke it  d ifficu lt  for our schools to adequately provide vocational 
training are due to the inab ility  to duplicate actual occupational
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condition* sruch as duplication of working conditions, equipment, 
etc, "Paw facts are plainer to thinking men and worsen than the 
facts that schools oan not ever hope to duplicate the elaborate, 
expensive equipment of i n d u s t r y , f h e  troubles, pro ole ns and re­
s onsih ilities are not present under school conditions. In the 
school shop, speed and quantity production is  lik e ly  to he le ft  out 
of the training experiences. Production methods ore continually 
changing which it  becomes d ifficu lt  for schools to follow due to 
the absence of industrial competition in the school shop. Because 
of the a r t i f ic ia l  surroundings proper attitude and work habits fa i l  
to be developed. !Jhe pupils do not have the opportunity to learn 
how to work with tradesmen and become far'd l ia r  with the terminology 
used on the job by tradesmen. Also they f a i l  to experience the contact 
with employers* end employees* organizations i f  trained in the school 
shop.
TaPM.,P.L X W M X W Z k  ,$£flialffifr Before describing in detail the 
cooperative part-time plan, the object of this study, it  might be 
well to give a b r ie f description of other representative forms of 
vocational education there is  much confusion in the nature and 
essentials of different plans. General acquaintance with the re­
presentative forms of vocational training plans w ill help to c la rify  
our conceptions of training needs and the various angles by which 
they maybe attached.
a i.fet.', f e f t c g k  *1! <3ay trade school else known
ce unit trade school is  a public school maintained for training 
young people for useful employment in a specific trade through 1
1, Department of Public Instruction, Part Time Cooperative Industrial 
Education Bulletin Bo. 1, P. 8, Harrisburg, Penn.
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Instruction before college grads. It is  open to boys aad girla
14 years of age or over. Before entering a school of this type it
la  necessary for the m o il to sinks a definite choice of occuoation 
■because a l l  day trade courses arc designed for specific trades 
training. The objective of this type of school is  to preuare in­
dividual e for a more advantageous entrance into a vocation but not 
as fu ll  fledged Journeymen Trortesrs.
Evening trade extension. Evening trade extension classes are 
designed to give instruction which can he applied to problems on the 
job. Theoa classes ordinarily do not concern themselves with giving 
training along the line of manipulative sk ills . Instead they study 
the technical and the theoretical sides of the trade. Ihe aim is  
to supplement the rocker* s knowledge and ski l l  on the job in a 
way which w ill assist in preparing him to advance to eventual pro­
motion. This work is  offered throu#\ classes hold during the even­
ing, at a time when tradesmen are most able to attend. ’Torkora 
18 years of age or over may attend these classes. These classes 
are required to teach materials which are supplemental to the occu- 
nation o f the members in the class. Instruction in devoted to such 
courses as blue print or plan reading, shop mathematics, estimating, 
a study of codas, or of the science underlying the practice of the 
trade.
Part-Ti ne Amrpntice Plan. Part-time apprentice also known 
is part-time extension classes 13 a form of wucational training
designed for tha purpose of providing educational opportunities to 
young people who hove entered trade employment. Under this plan
1?
related information is  furnished during the apprentice ship period*
Classes are held during the working day with the prevailing procedure 
of four hours per week with not less than one hundred and forty hours 
per year as a required miniraya* Under this form of training special 
emphasis is  placed on close relationship.) between the part-time instruction 
and the .job experience. The instructor v is its  the me.ibers o f his 
class while they ere on the job in order to coordinate the work experience 
and instruction to the fu llest extent.
E f t f . f r : , .?JLa&. The part-time continuation school 
is  organized for the ramose of providing instruction, guidance, 
placement, and follow-up for the youth between the ages o f sixteen 
and eighteen years of age who drop out from regular school. Boy* 
and g ir ls  who have dropped out from regular school and found enrloy- 
rmnt can look to this type o f school for employment adjustment, 
guidance, placement, and assistance in the interpretation of their 
■'ork experience. These schools aim to help the young people from 
the time when they withdraw from regular school until they become 
established in some future wcidc ns se lf respecting citizens. The 
plan provides for part-time claeaes not to eiacel e i^ it hours per 
reek, fb ile  the pupil is  engaged in work this plan supplies in­
struction per tain'ng to health, vocations, and. home—making citlzen - 
rhlp and leisure time.
f : -**h-Bu."lie9 Plan. Under provision of the Pmith-Hu hes Act 
the federal .government makes available money to the various states 
to be used for vocational training in the agricultural pursuits.
The act provides that every dollar of federal money turned over to
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the stats for this fora of vocational training "rust, ho ratchet 
by a dollar of state or local money. The instructional -program 
maybe organized and given under a l l  day school plan, evening classes 
and part-time or dull season clasras. In Iforth Bakota, day schools 
are generally organised as part of the high schools, The school 
•prill admit hoys oho are sixteen years of age or ovor i f  qualified  
hy experience on the farm even though they are not graduates from the
ei'dith grade. Instruction is  given through supervised study, lab -
• f,
oratory demonstration, recitation, fie ld  trip  supplemented hy home 
projects. 5hile the plan devotes most of the time on the practical 
and related rark some unrelated work is included to meet general 
citizenship needs.
Ihrening classes are repaired to devote fifteen percent of the 
tine to related subjects and ten percent to unrelated subjects.
The instruction pertains to principles of agriculture with special
!
emphasis on practical training for the farm. Part time or dull season 
courses o ffer rork similar to evening classes. The students in dull 
season courses are lik e lv  to be less advanced than those in *>11 
day classes.
Cooperative Pert-T<_ra T o e jpral.ITralPira Pisa.
Orlnr to complexity of industry with its  numerous Mahly special­
ized activ ities, the tosh of adequately preparing the coining recruits 
for profitable employment is  becoming incrensingly d ifficu lt  for the 
public and trad- school, flnce the days of the apprenticethlr system 
the responsibility for vocational training has become more end more 
to be looked upon as belonging to our public schools. As has been
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pointed out in this study, tha regular trade schools with a l l  the 
training for specific occupations taking place within the school 
shop are not succeeding in the task of producing fu l l  fledged journey­
men. Vocational training thren^h pert time coop-rat ire urogram is  
a -clan for ecaplets development of the worker, The plan aims to 
train students for tha common occupations which require sk ill,
Chi gin gf Part-Time Cooperative Plan, The part-time cooperative 
plan was inaugurated at Cincinnati, Ohio, in 1906. It  was originated 
hr Dean Schneider of the University of Cincinnati in connection with 
engineering college. After a few years of t r ia l in college work
i t  was instituted in classes of hish school prods with practical
«
results. In 1998 the Federr-1 Board for Vocational Education, •*- 
renorted 78 c ities In 91 states using the cooperative part-time 
plan on the high school level.
The tyne of schools represented under this rewort would include 
the different forms of vocational schools and the public high school. 
Training in School end in Industry. In a cooperative part-time 
course the pupil alternates between work on the Job and instruction 
in school with the time given to each divided equally. Under this 
plan the pupil is  given training on the job and In the 3Chool, Tt 
is  a substitute for a ll-day  trade preparatory eortrses. In most 
places where It  has been adopted* the plan, is  precisely the seme. 
Under this plan, the whole city with Its industries becomes a place 
cf training. 1
1. Federal Board for Vocational Education, Cooperative Part-Time
Education Bulletin Bo. 1"C, P. 8/
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There aeens to 1)6 no more e ffective  ray- o f learning than by 
having actual experience, f t  tajehles the stud ant to rcrk under
I
actual conditions with modern equipment and according to the west 
advanced methods. Py mesne o f this plan, wdoinr at the same time
thinking about doing* ore brought together in the work end study
.
plan. Regardless o f tlia vocation I t  should prepare the student in
: :" t  i  j  j r
part or in entirety for e ffic ien t participation In the industrial 
and business world.
■^lile training in the manipulative processes for specific trades
is  carried on, this plan also provides for training which w ill permit
a broader economic, social, and civ ic dsvelopremt. This work c.rd
study arrangement is  set up by the plan with the realization that
eitisenship, health, happiness and wocrtionnl e ffic ien ty  ore v ita lly
inter-dependent. Pecans® o f the fact that industry is highly preeiel-
Ized th®r« is  need for the development o f a consiconsners to the
state o f interdependence which exist between various groups o f roricers .
(hue economic d ifficu lt ies  today dor.onstrat® the need for bettor
understanding by the eitizenery, o f principles involved, In order to
be governed by riore In telligent actions in behalf o f eco-.omic end
social ?-ell being. Accordingly provisions are node under this plan.
for not only related courses applying to technical problems of the
trades but also courses on social relationship and citizenship.
Combines theoretical end the practical. This form of vocational 
*
training makes it  possible to unite theory and related subject matter 
about the given vocation with practical participation in productive . 
work. Tie plan aims to provide specific trade and technical knowledge. 1
1. The tradesman in the shop directly re sponsible for the teaching 
of the manipulative sk ills  to the student.
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The pupils learn stout raw materials; learn to appreciate certain 
d ifficu lt ies  peculiar to the occupation in which he ie trained end 
to industry In general. Pro pro ss in the 1lpe o f employneat pursued 
is cot dependent alone on sk ill developed "bat also on specific trade
and technical knowledge gained. To achieve this and men/ of the
i
employer-instructors* provide the students with 11teratrire «nd hooks 
«"plym ~ to the particular trades trained in with the requirements 
that they read and report on the so. Tn coma of the trade and "business 
establishments, where thsy bar© periodic educational meetings for the
employ**-9®, the students are also required to attend, The work in
school attempts to deal with the theories and related science of the
-
occupation and the work on the job so as to offer an opportunity 
for practical application and understanding, is the related studies 
in school are made o f the -orinelnles and theories involving oroceeses 
and operations I t  is  possible for the pupil enrolled under the plan 
to sea their reannctmsnt in a world o f rea lity .
T s sen tints o f the Plan. Under this plan, the student spends 
one half o f the tine in school and the other half in employment ?.t 
or occur at ion which he expects to follow. Some schools employ the 
arrangement where by two weeks are spent in school followed by two 
weeks at the training Job. He then returns to school for another 
two weeks and so on throughout the year. Under this arrangement 
students ore arranged in pairs so that while the one is in school 
the ether is  on the Job.
Another arrangement is  the half day in school and half-day in 
employment. Under this set up pupils usually attend school in the
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forenoon nnO work on the job during the afternoon. They are re­
paired to spend twenty hours ®r>oh reek on their trade.
Under ochord supervision. A program o f this tyj>e is  under the 
directions o f c school reiresertativ^ known na coordinator. I t  is 
his duty to see that the student® secure the proper training while 
on the job. He works in close cooperation with the employer-instructors 
and attempts to correlate the school work vit> the shop-experiences.
I t  is  up to him to see that the students ora given progressive train­
ing and rn all-around knowledge of their trade. The fact that many 
employer-instructors have a tendency to look upon their work almost 
entirely as a productive job, often requires tf-xct on the part o f the 
coordinator in order to accomplish a progressive instruction productive 
program* Pupils are being visited vdiile at work in order to check 
up their progress and on the training given. Ho is  responsible for 
clearing up matters between students, instructors and others. He 
checks the attendance of the students and follows up difficulties 
which come up*
file coordinator is also responsible for placing the students 
in the right pi?oes for training. Often he fi ' ' 1
employers select students for part tii e after school employment.
In the average public high school where this plan is  In operation 
the coordinator is allowed some tine of freedom from ether school 
duties, usually one or two hours, so that he maybe able to visit 
pupils while at work. Through talk with th employers he will learn 
of the educational needs and rr’se arrangesiantjs for work in school 
which will meet these needs. The coordinator is responsible for the
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instruction in the directly related theory of the tr-s.de 3 tc the 
pupils while in school shop.
It is  the duty of coordinator to ect o.s vocational and educational 
counselor.  ^ The coordinator studies the individual students, their 
problems, personal o3mr©cteristies, with reference to progress in 
the vocational training. This data is brought together for helpful 
coonoel during Interviews with the students. Often, they find it
necessary te v isit the parents in order to better judge the problems
.
of the students.
Trade inr'm otors „;nd. their duties. The journeyman tradesmen 
who ar° d irectly responsible for teaching the trade to the pupil 
’-’h ile  on the job, are knowi as emplcyer~instructors. They are owners
c f or workman in trader, industries and busir.e or firms about the city. 
They agree to le t  tha pupil come into their establishment on the
Condi M. on of helping them to gain 'knowledge and sh ill as they apply 
to the vocation.
The s .olcyor—instructors are responsible for heaping accurate
time m thn punils* attendance and to report any irve ;,1,—ity  of
. •
the pupil to the coordinator. The instructor is not required to
only teach specific sh ill - ad Vno-ledge, but -Iso provide work con-
• _
dltlone and requirement® which '" ill develop profitable traits of
character and personality. The pup]oyer-instructor is  at a l l  times
reoulred to heen the coordinator Informed cf the pupil* s urogree*
* i '
and be w illing  to f ! i i  but reports required by the publ school. 1
1. Vocational counseling has reference to guidance of a vocation
while educational courselirr deals with the guidance along the 
selection of courses most appropriate to students' needs while in 
school.
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He is not expected to exploit the so students by £lTin/» thorn 
routine tasks o? l i t t le  education..! value.'*' neither should student’ s 
help allow hi-n. to discharge :;ny of Me re ruiar employees. A3 trades 
Instructors they -re expected to tak* 0. personal and pernor?ent in- 
t.ei»e«t is th« student -worker. Ha is  expected to fee l t* .. t these 
young people pl«n to learn their vocation in its  entirety.
?r’' action bf y-yrloyer-T -t-rictor. Careful consideration is 
necessary in the selection of orsplojvr-instnaotorc. Whether the 
plan is a success or 0. failure is det-r lined to t. large extent on 
the kind of instructor in charge of the n-pil in the nines of work 
training. Generally they me selected hy the coordinator nd kept 
on p. permanent approved, list, Where a s- octal remittee usually 
known os a vocational committee* exists, the selection of pieces 
for training is performed by this body, their selection is hr sod 
in pert on their abilities end success in the trade or hr.tineas in 
which they are engaged.
In this selection th.o prospective in due t r ia l and business 
employer?* ore interviewed, In4 erviers w ill '"rove helnf. 1 in determin­
ing the attitude of the employers end hia s ta ff toward this form 
of vocation training. Through v is its  the eequipment end in general, 
the policies cr.d chrrocteri sties of the firm arc observed. It  M i l  
be necess-ry in those interviews to find cut i f  the employer w ill  
be obi* to take r. student for training and "hathar he r i l l  be able 
to cooperate rith  the school r s to reanirenerts governing the training. 1
1. To exploit implies the act of keeping a student on the job for
purpose of production after the student has acquired ruffle:* ent 
sk ill to do the menial tasks.
3, Committee organised, for geweftel supervision, of this plan with 
membership representing the school; the trade siren and employers*
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'Hie selection is  also "based on general reputation and standing 
in community. The attitude of other people concerniiig different 
places of industry and business. av "je obtained throu^i daily contacts.
dii^Ioyer-instructors are selected o« the basis of their interest 
in young people in the coiaiaohity and their a b ilit ie s  to te ,ch. After 
a pupil has trained in place of industry it  is  possible for the co­
ordinator to letter judge the in fra c ts  and nu llities cf the eoployer- 
in s true tor and whether to drop hiia o ff the l is t  of qualified instructors. 
oeieotior; of Sou^qta. luring the 3pri»a uonthr, defers school
closes the schools having this £ov* of vocational training usually
.
require a l l  sophomores and juniors to ia&loale the program wuich 
they are interested in for ins comii.ig year, This progr^a is f i l le d  
out with the aid of a i l  the teachers in school during a special period 
set aside for thi3 purpose, Preiu this registration a l is t  is  siade 
out of the students interested in vocational training for the coming 
year. The l is t  is  turned ova? to the director who arranges for 
interviews with these students. In these interviews the coordinator 
serves as a vocational guidance counselor. Oat of the entire group, 
the coordinator selects those wno appear moat sincere, ambitious and
would be profiting the most by the opportunities i f  permitted to
"
enroll. The stunants selected are placed in training daring the 
open hie, bays of school in the fa l l .
iiauy schools .vith this plan require formal agreements and por- 
rnits to be signed by parents, students tad instructors before the 
students are permitted to began training." This agreement prevents 1
1. See Appendix B, Employer, Parents and Pupil Agreersent Blank
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the possib ility  o f the pupil's enrollment for vocational training
with out Droper conseat o f thv parents or guardian. I t  farther pre­
rents misuaderetanding and defin itely  places a ll partis concerned 
In a position to ’crow what is faceted id o f t! •••-•a. I t  also exeats 
the employer from ary l i b i l l t y  in case of tcci-’ ents rhich is  an 
assurance demanded hy nearly a ll employers before c ■»•>. seating to tare
in vocational pupils on cooperative b^sig,* "Shore pupils .are paid
wageq an rpreerent of this nature is  necessary in order to re '.ova
t
responsibility for in Jury from the employe %
 ^-at- •» ~ . f ~ a ' P The pntnii receive e ]hi»h school credit for 
thin training on the job. Th® penernl arrar^gerent i? to allow i 
credit for each two hairs per dpT1\ With the Si o in school cad on 
the job equally divided the pupil would vae--»lve two credits for the 
entire year. Th® credits earned throu^r thill for,a o f tr 5nin» count 
toward graduation wi th re.pu.lar high. school diploma.
Cost qf rrqqraffl. WLar* is  no cost involved in the program except 
the coordinator* s salary. The em rloyr-inr true' ers receive no salary* 
After the student has been in the establishment sufficient amort 
of time to hare developed a l i t t le  sk ill and fcnorlndfe of the trade, 
his productive activities are considered ample to reimburse the 
instructor for train"ng received.
Records and reports. Many schools make thnir own foras for 
records and renorts with airaeogr* ;•*•■ and ditto' machines. The nloa 
lakes use of a well worked out system of records. The regularity  
of attendance is  carefu lly checked both in and out of school. Some
1. Ruling by the state attorney general in Minnesota, states that
employers awe not liab le  to students apprentices as long os they 
do not pay wage# to them.
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echoole repnire tbs eirployer-instructor to «snd in «■- rea’-ly report 
on fo r-s  node nyallohl* to Mrs. ,rthe trnde-lr -♦’euctorc or" rresided 
rith stcwpefl errslores along -ith  rerort fomc so that they r.s.,7b9 
rolled to the coordinator at the end of each -eek. This form give a 
report of attendance, bind o f roilc-training accor-nllshed end grode 
of ’-orb for the T eh .*
form 1 in the o^er^ ix  is  .*? s^mle of th° -eoert cord -hlch is 
moiled to the coordinator -t  end of eoch reek.
form 2 in the ar-'en'*ix is  another aersple c# ?• form used for 
report? from em-lorer to eoordirator. This report i? ss-t to the 
coord 5-.-tor -t  the end of •▼err six -r*»bs.
Pwril~M story earde -re tenet on f i le  hy the ce -rd lr-tor, shor­
ing the rsrsonel V  story of yisoil nnyrentice#. Such items a» name,
eddree®, -'crerte, school rating, piece of training and special oharacter-
.
1 e-tle# ore recorded on th#«* cords. This e-nd in ▼al’iahle -sslstance 
toward T i ' ,«nce of the m r i l  rdtlle irt ▼oestlotool tr*»ln1ne, In »otjj9 
Cf?*' *t een-wee -*  o follow  ttp cord -ft^ r  t>>« student h «« le ft  school 
ond cn^iownd fu ll time, - t*® cf-jen —v.*o tv , s r^c-rd is  mlttakl*
for* -ii'*ce'"mr t wn.rpf.ee®. Ton**, y in the oyeendiT shows the mioil—
i "
history cond, ©f the type need in many schools*.
,t>v •■ 1 ’rfi - « « i  fv..- o rtH -**  pcrrse. ?4fore mcc t i or cl fc—sir—
in? under tM  r pirn con become tdoesssfnl the training -mist he raided 
Vr ~r> c it !4ned o-nrs®. I t  V,'S h»sn the writers SToarlenee **s coordinator 
of this tyre of TOC-tion*l training the t ’mine® there is  ® definite 
outlined coarse ®hoMng the roeciflc sk illr  -od Vnerladge which is
1. Attendance Report Blank, Appendix 0
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required, the work training w ill tend to be rear haphazard. 3hile 
in charge of the cooperative phrt-ti&s plan ir Sad Ting os coordinator
the writer rith  the assistance of th« employer u, de a job -amlysie 
of e l l  tin tredoc ir. *d<ich the students were trrin^d. This -nplysis 
revealed the various kinds cf work on which the students should be 
placer' while in training* It  revealed just - rt is inquired in the
way of sk ill, technical trade knowledge, re la ter', subjects, theory
and general knowledge in order that the students night receive v 
ro ll  equipped and complete tr-.ining. After cor .lotion cf this 
anslysis the coordinator worked out e l is t  of consecutive work 
units. These work units were organised into outlined courses.*
A scheduled coarse of this type w ill serve as sr, agreement 
between employer, students and coordinator a$ to kind of work to 
be done on the job. The specific training ~or various occupations 
should V' oi’j .  *is;«d on basis of individual roqulrt unts end not to 
f it  the plan. Tie outline of the training i-nybc organised on a 
1 -Is of work units scheduled on a progressiva basis as to d ifficu lty  
c f jobr wit; ' -f 5.oii< r ' ' of tine for ' nit. 1 r-' nrr-uge-
ment r i l l  fac ilitate  ;:ore scientific check ou pupil? p ro -re re ■ nd 
■ u; bis u r . r e  intelligent rpproac? d ifficu ltie s  or the pupils.
To fornulo,t° -n outlinf of c - •-?>»« for training, a careful 
r - iyvi«. jT-.i. t ha I.' -jflo. TM s rnalypis should h® uo.de by the coordinator 
»lt'- t* • -.rs1 stance of th? * iplojnrs. Tlo o.?#107»r "- ill be in-*ispons­
ib le in this unaiysis bcar-'t; e lie understands the reed;- o f his own 
tro.dr wMle the coordinator is ch iefly  responsible for imitating the 
enalysls. Jn this undertaklng, t-ct on the part of the coordinator 
w ill be reca^yry in orde-r to obtrin th» cooperation of th~ enrloyers.
1. Outlined courses in Appendix D
Through such analysis w ill be ravsaled just what is required, in
the way of trade sk ill, tachnilc.4.1 and ganezv.l knowledge, related 
science a, trad© theory In o rd «’ that workers -aay be wall equipped 
!;o perform any give Job. This analysis r i l l  show tho kinds of
work which should he performed hr the pupil rnd specific training
-necessary,
V-i--.ted ner> In sch-po,! . This plan i f  properly set Up should 
provide for two types of training, .as follows?
1. ?or general troining regardless of the special occupation._ . °  *
1. vor specific tr .ining ns applied to definite .lob.
The f ir s t  t ppa ’ i l l  include such stfbj dts vhioh era of a general 
nature and Important to a ll kinds of employment such as promptness, 
meeting people, personal appearance, attitude toward others, duty 
to employer and value of time. Th? second tyne would he including 
experiences and p r in c ip le u se fu l only In sopci-'lc vocations.
The course? in schools given as related work attempts to deal 
-IV. ths theories and related science of the occupations and the work 
on the jeh sc s to offer an. opportunity for nrrctlaal application 
and understanding. Paring the seventh and e li-th  grade the hoys 
ore able to toko Industrie! arts consisting Of such course? as hone 
mechanics, woodwork, drawing, forging, -.aehlrte shop, electricity, 
end cc ant work for the following objective as
1. Develop ’-ont of purpose?
2. Consumer's knowledge
7. I::-.plo ■ tory wirvoses
4. Aesthetic value
5. Avoention.nl purposes
6. Industrial appreciation
7. I l l  ’’round handymen. 1
1. Department of Public Instruction, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, 
Part-Time Cooperative Industrial Education. Bulletin 1, P. 34
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After entering high school the boys continue to twice general
.
shop; the g ir ls  usually tame noae economicb during the freshman and 
sopuojjore ye©*r. .Ovuiug wiioiso l i r s t  tvrj years mmy nign schools also 
include co or bob in basic principle! of casinos*. *%& pupiie enroll 
fox' vocational training xiic.br this plan an attempt is  siade to include 
general principles o* trade® aau Indus trie a into e**op courses.
iJpaCiai chcsaa Jt ui av> i. ■ , iMxhp 4Ue.tixeuk~wxCS( l**d *xce w u‘~ tan. u SO#
are of ton organised* for pupils ^ruining in business occupations 
ooiioa»i'xO«tl courses are muds available. In senders xiure instructional 
iacilitx.es are insufficient it  osccm*s lajpo^iinle *o have txi® neces­
sary reia«ed conoib. Ix.. a xcn oases re£Ux.i-».eantb ic/ more « uppier.isn'b— 
ary reading pupiie ore s iub ey L.ie coordih.ciiOx'*
r.-. ,. .aA» plcu  ^ nca^ it
possible for young people to adjust L-ejaaeivee before graduation 
to tne actunx .Ox'diug condition*, of l i fe .  fuo outlook on l i fe  from 
the practical f ie ld  is  vastly different iron mxat obtained from the 
v.indow of fhe higixiy a rt if ic e !, social a n u ajxrirs ox bus school 
room. It  enables the student to become familiar with standards 
that he shall nave to meet. It gives him ax idea of the place 
he is  to f i l l  in l i fe  after graduation. Ho oecomes accustomed so 
habits ana way*; of industry. £m  student w ill discover which of 
his personality and character habits need revamping and which need 
furtear development in order to succeed in tu® occupation of his 
choice.
.^ i-w-Qx x.o.x tjay. Ike plan also inciudss she chaxxoe
for exploration. I t  enables /con* people to discover for themselves
/
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which vocations they are heat fitted  for; whether it  is actually-
continuing to be interest rig and satisfying to him. He is placed
in the actual experience when the exploratory information gained
w ill be authentic. It enables the pupil to study himself or herself,
1
discover aptitudes, a b ilit ie s , and short c mings. George E. Myers, 
professor of vocational guidance at the University of Michigan, in 
describing exploratory values of cooperative part-time vocational 
training states;
"While the pupil enters this course with his choice of 
occupation made, nevertheless the f irs t  few months of 
work serve either to confirm that choice or to ennvince 
him that he has made a mistake. I f  he feels that a mistake 
has been or i f  the representative of the school who looks 
after his employment comes to the conclueion, the two go 
over the matter together and decide upon tome other occupation. 
Such changes are quite common under this plan. Indeed, 
it  is  an important future of the plan that these changes 
should be made before a long period of tra in iig  has been 
carried on before full-tim e employment is begun."
It is  rather common among young people to Judge an occupation 
from outward appearances and f a i l  to consider ' ) e basic elements 
peculiar to the occupation. It prevents the selection of an oc- 
eupation merely on the basis of outstanding impressions after he 
has completed his education and be compelled to stick regardless of 
whether it is  his liking in interest. The exploratory purpose w ill 
serve as a fin a l verification of the choice made from the try-out 
eaqseriences in Junior high school.
Assisting pupils who are_unsucces3ful acade.mlfi.aUz, The plan 
is  designed to also take care of the students who are weak in academic 
work. During the year 1931-32, while the writer was in charge of 1
1. Myers, George E., The Problem of Vocational Guidance, New York, 
The Macmillan Company, 1929, PP 123
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the plan at Red Wing, it  was found th-^t out of thirty nine students 
enrolled under the plan, eleven had a fa ilin g  average and ten had 
a "D" average fo r their high school work. According to established 
opinions of educators it  is  agreed that on t ve whole, students with 
a class average of "D" w ill stand very l i t t le  chance to successfully 
handle languages and other highly academic subjects. I f  this is  the 
case it  seems like a wasting of money and the student's time to compel 
them to take such subjects as Latin, French, histories and courses 
in literature. To cora-jel students to take subjects of this type 
fo r which they lack int rest and ab ility  is  demoralizing in this way 
that it  is  constantly forcing the student to force fa ilure and 
defeat. The result is  that the academically poor student is  forced 
out of school discourged and without having received any aid toward 
earn iif a liv ing. He w ill not have been trained to help produce 
for society by earning a living for himself. Tet there is the pos­
s ib ility  that those academically poor students might have a great 
deal of ab ility  along some trade or industrial pursuit. The writer 
had a rather unique experience at Red Wing with a young man whose 
school record was completely in the red, had been subjected to so 
much defeat and failure that his attitude toward l i fe  had become one 
of contempt and disgust. He was successfully laced In a car paint­
ing shop. The result was, that he turned out to be an "A number 
one" car painter, using the terminology of his employer. He was not 
only trained in a specific sk ill  but his attitude was completely 
changed.
Range of Students. The type of students from the stand point 
of academic standing who took advantage of this tyoe of training
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at Red Wing, Minnesota include those with fa ilin g  average and up 
to "B" average.^ Table I I I  shows the percentage of students ac­
cording to academic rank who have been enrolled under this plan in 
Red Wing, while it  was in operation.
TABLE I I I
DISTRIBUTION OF PUPILS ACCORDING TO 
ACADEMIC RANK ENROLLED FOR PART-TIME COOPERATIVE TRAINING
Academic rank Percentage enrolled
_________ under plan___________________
A 0
B 8
C 36
D 40
? 16
From the above data it is  apparent that the plan of cooperative
part-time vocational plan is much more in demand by the students
in the lower range of academic succe s. Only seven percent of 
those with fa ilin g  average in school were reported as doing unsat­
isfactory work in the place of vocational training.
Motivating value. As the pupils learn the application of theory 
and knowledge through actual practice it tends to motivate his work
in the class room. From the w riter’ s observation of this ulan in
'
operation, students have improved the quality of their aoademio 
work in school a suprising amount as a result of training in some 
vocation. The Federal Board for Vocational Education,1 2 in discussing
1. The student who has required five ears to complete high school 
or who would have been unable to graduate without having taken the 
cooperative part-time course is considered to have a fa ilin g  average.
2. Federal Board for Vocational Education, Cooperative Part-Time 
Education Bulletin No. 130, P. 3
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the motivating value of part-time cooperative plan states, "The 
student soon discovered that he could apply on the job the cvicrete 
subject matter taught in the school, whereas, previously he often 
considered his studies uninteresting and d ifficu lt  and saw no practical 
value in them,” Because of this motivating quality of the plan it  
tends to keep the student in school longer and at the same time gives 
him a chance for contact with industry.
CHAPTER I I I
EfflfSBP. gTA^JS ,9? .coopKjgjTivb p ai}T- t ; mb ^
PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS OF TEE UNITED STATES
This chapter is  devoted entirely to the presentation of 
the facts and information obtained from the questionnaire. It 
is  the aim in this chapter to present a picture of the extent of 
this plan, its  nature, essentials, and its  effectiveness to meet 
the needs for vocational education in the public high school.
fiSVBfl-jaf...grffMflaaUaftS ln ogesaUpn* Sixty three public high 
schools in the United States were reported by the preliminary question­
naire to have in operation the cooperative part-time plan for vocational 
training. Forty-three out of the sixty three or 63 percent of those 
reported to have the plan, returned the questionnaire answered.
Out of the forty-three schools which returned the questionnaire five  
schools reported that such a program had never been adopted; nine 
reported that the plan had been discontinued leaving twenty eight 
public schools with cooperative programs in operation.
The results of the questionnaire show that the cooperative 
part-time vocational plan is  much more popular in the middle western 
states than in other sections. This maybe attributed to the fact 
that there are more provisions for vocational training through specialized 
trade schools in the sections of the country which has larger communities.
Figure I I  shows the graphic relationship of the development of 
the cooperative part time plan in the public high school as found 
from the reports of the questtennaire.
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FIGURE i i  r a
Rank States
1 Montana
2 Oregon
3 Iowa
4 North Dakota
0 Mi mV sota
6 Michigan
7 Illin o is
8 New Jersey
9 Pennslyvanla
10 Oklahoma
11 Nevada
i /
It
Table I?, gives a l is t  of c ities with public high schools having 
part-tim  cooperative classes, In Montana and Oregon where this form 
of vocational training has been developed more than in any other 
etate they have made provisions fo r a etate director to have charge 
of this work*
TABLE IV C IT IKS WITH PUBLIC SIGH SCHOOLS I  AVI NO 
COOPERATIVE PAHT-TIi« CLASSES
Moline, I llin o is
Rest on, Iowa
Sioux Ci y, Iowa
Marquette, Michigan
East Grand Forks, Minnesota
Chinook, Montana
Big Sandy, Montana
B illings, ’Montana
Boseman, Montana
Havre, Montana
Hinsdale, Montana
Kalaspsll, Montana
Lewistone, ‘ontana
Livl ngston, Montana
Miles City, Montana
Lae Vegas, Nevada
Rah-ray, New Jersey
Park River, North Dakota
ffahpeton, North Da' ota
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Astorial Oregon
Bend, Oregon
Dallas, Oregon
Eugene, Oregon
Giants Pass, Oregon
Pendleton, Oregon
Roeeburg, Oregon
Salem, Oregon
* llliam sport, Pennsylvania
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In Montana and Oregon the various c ities listed  in Table 17 
are provided with state outlined courses for the voaatlonal class©* 
given under the cooperative part-time arrangement.
The l is t  in Table V represents the c ities where the cooperative 
part-time plan has been discontinued in public hi.;h schools.
TABUS V CITIES WHISKS COOPERATIVE PART-TIME PLAN
IS DISCONTINUED
Granite City, I llin o is  Hanover, Pennsylvania
Rockford, I llin o is  Morristown, Pennsylvania
Anderson, Indiana Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Red Wing, Minnesota Pottstown, Pennsylvania
Aliquippa, Pennslvania
Out of the nine schools which had discontinued the plan five  
or 55.5# of them gave the depression as the reason. One school 
gave the age limit as the reason while the remain ng three schools 
gave no explanation.
fr-tent o f the Plan in large and small communities. How does 
the popularity of this form of train ng compare in large and small 
communities?
Figure I I I  presents the picture of the extent of this plan 
with relationship to the size of communities. The survey reveals 
that 62.9# of the public high schools having this form of vocational 
train iig are in cities with a -population below ten thousand. In 
this population range there is  no record of schools discontinuing 
the plan. Of the total public high schools in communities with a 
population above ten thousand, 45# have discontinued the plan. 
Factors which contribute d ifficu lt ie s  for this form of vocational
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training in the larger communities are perhaps the reater opportunities
which young people have for specialized training in day trade schools. 
The army of unemployed workers might be another responsible factor.
A large number of unemployed workers mpke placement d ifficu lt  and 
this would discourage classes of this type. It is  also possible that 
production plants are perhaps more highly systematized to allow for 
adjustments necessary in order to cooperate with public high schools 
in the manner called for by this plan.
D j s t r j h u t l e f t . . f e y .  epJ .^unit.JLej.
during the years of 1930 and 1934 inclusive. A picture of the dis­
tribution of enrollment is shown in Table VI. Schools from the 
three states, Nevada, New Jersey and Pennsylvania fa iled  to make a 
report on enrollment. In this table the squares following each city 
which are without reported enrollment, indicate that the plan was 
not in operation in the high school of that community during the 
years represented at the top.
7
Prom the figures in this table it  w ill be seen that Montana <
Ifyv-
has the largest total enrollment for a l l  the states. During the
______ 3  ' <
■<v
years of 1930 to 1934 inclusive, a total of 826T pupils in this state 
were reported to have been enrolled in cooperative part-time classes. 
According to reports of 21 or 75# of the schools it is  also seen 
that a total of 2334 high school pupils in eight states have been 
enrolled in classes under this plan during the years 1930 to 1934 
inclusive.
Scope Of trades provided for, under tllisLalan. Because of the 
cosmopolitan nature of the enrollment in our high schools it  becomes
f i o u k s  u i
m m M  OF 3CBJ00L5 HAVMft COOPttflAT ITU PAlBMfXfcfc VOCATIONAL PLaB 
AND THOSE HAVING DISCONTINUED PLAN BASED 01 POPtJLATIOl OF COMMUNITY
40%
1,000—4,399
6,iX)0— 9,999
10.000—  14,999
15.000—  19,999
20.000—  24,999
25.000—  29,999
30.000— 34,999
35.000— .79,999
40.000— 44,999
45.000— 49,999
50.000— up
School* with 4»olng plan 
Schools with plan 4iaoonttntt#d
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table vi distribution of enrollment by states
DURING YEARS OF 1930-34 INCLUSIVE
Place . Enrollment.____ Total for  
each 
city
Total 
for 
State .
1930
1931
1 1931 
I 1932
1932
1933
1933
1934
_____ I llim iiS____________
M o lin e ____________1 1 35 1 AD 1 45 1 110........ j......110____
_____ _______________ _ ___ lo *
Newton ...... 38 .8 1 6 21 .... 73
Sionx City L  * * 1 * * ♦ 73
_______ Michigan...............
Marauette.............. 271 273 194 189 . 917 917
Detroit • « * * *
_______ Minnesota
East Grand Forks 1 *
* * * «
Red Win/? j 26 21 J ___82_____
Montana .
Chinook 1? 18 .... 34 . .
Bis Sandy l i 14
B illings 60 67 §8 69 . 264......
Bozeman 15 .....30
Havre ............ 16 16
Hinsdale ............ .13 13
Ealisnell 45 45 45 65 200
Lewistown . 25 59 60 61 ... 205
Livingston 30...... 30
Miles City 20 ____20_____ ___§26______
North
A
Park River * * * * «
Wahneton . 30 30 30
Qroicoil
Astoria 8 16 18 42......
Bend ............ . 15 . 15
Dallas * * * * *
Euegene ? 2 - -27 _ 49
Grants Pass 24 26 ?? 22 94
Pendleton . * * * * *
Roseburg * * * * *
30 28 ..,28
«jDCO 286
Salsa__________ 1 ..aU  .J35___ 2§___ SS___ , IQS............ JLS2____
Total for a l l  the states which were reoorted 2324
* Schools not reporting
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obvious that there is a wide range in a b ilit ie s , interests and apt­
itudes. Accordingly it  becomes necessary to provide opportunities 
to pursue training in a large variety of occupations.
In Table YII is a lis t  of the different occupations for which 
cooperative part-time classes have been organized,
TAB LX VII
DIFFERENT OCCUPATIONS FOR WHICH 
COOPERATIVE PART-TIME CLASSES HAVE BEEN ORGANIZED
OSg.URa.Ugn., .QfiflBPAliiaft.
Agate cutter 
Armature Winding 
Auto Body Builder 
Auto Electrician  
Auto Mechanic 
Auto Machinist 
Auto Painter 
Aviation Construction 
Avation Mechanic 
Baker 
Barber
Battery Station Man 
Beauty Parlor 
Blacksraithing 
Bookkeeping 
Bricklaying 
Butter & ice cream 
maker
Cabinet Maker 
Carpenter 
Commercial Art 
Cook
Cream Station Operator 
Diessel Engineering 
Drafting 
Dry cleaner 
Electrician
Kmbalmer 
Florist
Farm Machinery and 
Implements 
Foundry
Furniture Business 
Grain Elevator 
Operator 
Green House 
Grocery 3tore 
Hardware Store 
Interior Decorator 
Janitor
Jewelery Manufacturing 
Laboratory Technician 
Ladies Clothing Store 
Laundry Management 
Library
Lumber lard  Operator 
Machinist 
Meat Cutter 
Mechanical Dentist 
Mens* Clothing Store 
Merchandising 
M ill Work
Moving :,icture Machine 
Operator 
Neon Sign Work
Newspaper Work
Office Work
Painter
Pattern Maker
Petroleum
Pharmacy
Photographer
Physical Education Work
Plumber
Printer
Radio Servicing 
Retail Salesmanship 
Salesmanship 
Seed House 
Service Station 
Sheet Metal 
Shoe Repairing 
Sign Painter 
Tailoring 
Telephone Exchange 
Telegraph Operator 
Tool Maker
Type Writer Repairing 
Upholstering 
Watch Making 
Welder
Wholesale Business 
Window Display Woxk 
Woodworking
According to the reports of the questionnaire the classes with 
the largest enrollment for the school year of 1933-34 was in auto
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mechanics, o ffice work, machinists’ work and pattern making. The 
enrollment in these classes for that year was 63 in auto mechanics}
46 in office work; 31 in machinists’ work and 15 in pattern making.
Types o f related co rses proyi.ded for „in_ school. From the 
reports of the questionnaire it  is  found that thirteen or 46.4 
per cent of the schools which have the cooperative part-time vocational 
training plan provide for training in the class room which is  related 
to the work on the job.
TABLE VIII
TRADES WITH COORDINATING SUBJECTS AS 
PROVIDED BY SOHOOLS HAVING THE COOPERATIVE PART-?XDQC PLAN
.S H U ^S  1h
Auto Body Repairing 
Automotive Electricity  
Auto Mechanics 
Bookkeeping 
Cabinet Maker 
Carpenter
Cream Station Operator
.Drafting
Dry Cleaning
E lectrical Wiring
Electrician
Foundry
Grain Elevator 
Grocery Store 
Hardware Store
General Science, Drawing.
Mathematics, General Science, Drawing, 
Physics, Sketching.
Shop, General Science, Drawing, Physics, 
Related Mathematics.
Bookkeeping, Business Arithmetic.
*
Mechanical Drawing, Woodwork, Design, 
Mathematics, Science, Drawing.
Agriculture.
Mathematics, Science, Drawing*
Chemistry, Commercial Arithmatic, Business 
Training
Electrical Drafting, Physics, General 
Science.
Physics, Related Mathematics, Drawing, 
Mathematics, Science, Drawing.
General Mathematics, Agriculture 
Salesmanship, Business Training, Bookkeeping 
Salesmanship, Business Trai ing. Bookkeeping
Y m
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TABU] V I I I  (C o n t in u ed )
-lEa&SL
Law Office 
Meat Cutter 
Machine Shop 
Newspaper Work 
Office iVork
Pattern Making 
Pharmacy 
Radio Servicing 
Retail Selling
*
Salesmanship 
Sheet Metal Work 
Tool Maker 
Welding 
Plumbing
JSsarAtoftt iflg,. Aa.jMfrg.gJL
Commercial Law
Salesmanship, Commercial Arithmetic, 
Business Training
Shop, Physics, General Science, Drawing, 
Mathematics,
English, Journalism,
Stenography, Shorthand, Bookkeeping,
Typing, Business Arthmetic, use of T)it-
tograph, Comtomater, Calculators
Mathematics, Science, Drawing.
Chemistry, Biology, General Science, 
Mathematics, English,
Physics, General Science.
English, Arithmetic, Psychology, Commercial 
Law, Salesmanship, Public Speaking.
Law, Salesmanship, Business Practice, 
Personality Training.
General -ciencu, Physics, Mechanical 
Drawii^:.
Mathematics, Science, Drawing.
Mechanical Drawing, Chemistry, General 
Jcience, Mathematics, Blaclcsmi thing.
Mathematics, Science, Drawing, Physics.
—
The compiled l is t  in Table VIII shows that there are twenty- 
nine different types of trades training fo r which related courses 
are provided in the classroom. Three reports state that while the 
pupil is  in regular classes he is required to do research of specific 
■roble s applying to the tra^e or industry where he is  in tr ining. 
Related subjects for re ta il se lling  has the h ip est reported frequency 
while related subjects for auto mechanic ranks second and machine 
shop ranks third.
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PKBCXBT ENROLLED FOH VOCATIONAL TRAINING UNDER 
-mis PLAN WHO AHS FAILURES IN ACADEMIC WORK
TABLE IX
P.ergSA* 332°/.* PA
Av. 6.4 per cent Total# 18
^ e a  of student# availing themselves ox" this f orm of training. 
From the figures In Table IX it  is  seen that an average of 6.4 per 
cent of a l l  pupils enrolled under the plan are academic failures.
From this It ie apparent that an average of 93 per cent of the pupils 
enrolled are not academic fa ilu res. The percentage of the academically 
poor students, it  was not possible to determine from the report#.
It is oovious that part of the 93.S per cent group Is made up of 
pupils who are academically poor.
While in charge of this vocational training plan at Red Wing, 
Minnesota, the writer made a survey of the students from the stand 
point o f academic rank mho were enrolled under the plan. The figure? 
in Table X show the percentage of students according to academic 
rank who were enrolled under the plan at Red Wing, while it was in 
operation.
ABLE X DISTRIBUTION OF PUPILS ACCORDING TO ACADEMIC RANK 
ENROLLED FOR PART-TIME COOPERATIVE TRAINING
Academic ...Rank----------- i 'r ^ e n s y .... _.Pgrgentfl,g&_.enrolled, under ulaaT
A 0 0
2 9 7.9
C 40 35.7
D 47 41.2
y 18 15.7
7ron T a b le  X I t  i s  ap paren t th a t th e  ?lan o f c o o p e ra t iv e  p a r t -
time vocational training is much more in demand by the students? in 
the lower range of academic success. Only seven per cent of those 
with fa iling  average in school were reported as doing unsatisfactory- 
work in the place of vocational training.
There are many young people in the public high schools who 
avail themselves of this form of training because they do not have 
the means with which to go on for higher education. This same group 
of young people without financial means would be unable to attend 
specialized trade schools i f  the occupation of their choice should 
require a high degree of sk ill  and knowledge.
Aft" at k w . .aO m iE aa .
flho is in charge. Reports from the questionnaire show that 
every part-time cooperative vocational training plan in the public 
hich school is under supervi: r ^rson known as coordinator.
The individual in charge in a ijority  o f oases is  a regular member 
o f the high school instructional sta ff teaching regular high school 
subjects or serving as principal or superintendent.
Duties of coordinator. As the responsible director of tht plan 
the coordinator has many duties to perform according to a l l  the cases 
investigated. He selects the places for trades training and acts 
as counselor to the pupils so that trey may be able to select the 
l i fe  work for which they w ill be best adapted. He is responsible 
fo r proper placing of pupils in order that they maybe insured the 
best possible training. One of the main duties of the coordinator 
as revealed from this study is  to keep close contact with the pupil
1. The student who has required 5 years to complete high sbhool or 
who would have been unable to graduate without having taken the co­
operative part-time course is  c nsidered to have a fa ilin g  average.
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at tork "by regular v is its  to the pupils while on the Job.
Fourteen or 50 per cent of the coordinator'3 reported that selection 
of related courses are made with the assistance of the adn nistrative 
department in school. Four or 14.2 per cent have entire responsibility  
for selection of related courses while two reported getting help from 
the 3tate director.
Eighteen or 64.2 per cent of the coordinators report that they 
keep special records of the activities within the plan for the admin­
istration office in school.
Eleven or 39.2 per cent of the coordinators report that they 
make periodic reports of the activities within the plan to the 
superintendent.
fftfre.i; .IShgol duties. The coordinator devotes only part of his
time to the plan in a majority of cases. In Table XI are shown the
v&ri ty of other duties as reported by the questionnaire. The duties
are c lassified  under three groups,
TABLE XI DUTIES PERFORMED BY COORDINATOR
IN ADDITION TO SUP-v VISION OF VOCATIONAL V.ORK
______Duties______________________________________ Number__ Percent
I Administration
A. Industrial Arts Director 4 14.3
B. Superintendent 3 10.7
C. Director of Vocational Education 2 7.0
D. Director of Adult Education 1 3.5
II  Industrial Arts Instructional Duties
A. Mechanical Drawing 6 21.3
B. General Shop 4 14.3
C. Industrial Relations 3 10.7
D. Occupations 2 7.0
X. Architectural Drawing 1 3.5
F. Auto Repair 1 3.5
0. Industrial History 1 3.5
H. Machine Shop 1 3.5
TABLE XI (Continued)
Duties . ................... Buaber . Percent
I l l  Teaching Academic Subjects
A. Economics 3 10.7
B. Sociology 3 10.7
0. Civics 3 10.7
D. History 1 3.5
E. Physical Science 1 3.5
F. Commercial Law 1 3.5
0. Hathematics 1 3.5
H. Biology 1 3.5
I. English 1 3.5
In Table XI it  can be seen that there are four types of duties 
represented under administration. It is also shown that 21 per cent 
of the coordinators teach mechanical drawing and that there are
8 different subjects represented under Industrial Arts department.
:
Nine subjects are listed  under the academic group one taught by 
coordinators in charge of cooperative part-time vocational trairing.
The per cent of total coordinators which teach industrial arts, 
academic subjects and have administrative duties are shown respectively 
in Tables, XII, XIII and XIV.
Industrial Arts dufclgA. In Table XII the figures show that 
11 or 39.2 per cent of a l l  the coordinators Sfao reported teach 
Industrial Arts. From the distribution accordir^ to population it 
is  possible to see that a l l  the coordinators in communities with 
populations rang.ng between 10,000 and 35, '00 teach Industrial Arts. 
Comparing Industrial Arts duties with administrative and academic 
teaching duties it  is possible to see that Industrial Arts rank 
17.8 per cent higher than academic teaching.
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ILasker
DISTRIBUTION OF COORDINATORS TEACHING 
INDUSTRIAL AlUTS SUBJECTS ACCORDING TO SIZE OF COMMUNITY
TABLE X I I
0
1,000
5,000
10,000
15.000
80.000
85.000
30.000
35.000
40.000
45.000
50.000
999
4.999
9.999
14.999
19.999
24.999
29.999
34.999
39.999
44.999
49.999
up
20.00
25. 
25.
100.
100.
100.
100.
100.
00.
00.
00.
50.
Total 39.2 per cent
Academic duties. While it wj&s found thkt Industrial Arts 
duties for coordinators rank high in the middle group of arts ac­
cording to population the academic duties rank hl$£i in the communities 
with the smaller population. As shown by Table XIII 21.4 per cent 
of those in charge of cooperative part-time vocational training who 
reported teach academic subjects.
TABLE XIII
DISTRIBUTION OF COORDINATORS TEACHING 
ACADOIC SUBJECTS ACCORDING TO SIZE OF COiGiUNITY
Population o f OQ-mmuni.ty___________m &££----------------gSE-Sgal
0 -  999 2 100.00
1,000 -  4,999 1 25.
5,000 -  9,999 2 25.
10,000 -  14,999 o 00.
15,000 -  19,999 0 00.
20,000 -  24,999 1 50.
25,000 -  29,999 0 00.
30,000 -  34,999 0 00.
35,000 -  39,999 0 00.
40,000 -  44,999 0 00.
45,000 -  49,999 0 00.
50,000 -  up ,Q 00.
Total 6 Average 21.4 per cent
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Administrative duties. In Table XIV It is seen that 38.5 ;er 
cent of a l l  coordinators who reported sre having adm ni atratine titles. 
From the distribution according to population it  is possible to see 
a strong tendency for those who are administrators of small schools
to also serve as coordinators. In the case of communities with nop-
ulation less than 1000 it  ie found that 100 per cent of the coordinators 
are superintendents of the school. One reason may be that it  is 
easier to extend the duties of the administrators than of the class­
room instructors with out distorting the school routine.
TABIi! XIV
DISTRIBUTION OF COORDINATORS HAVING 
ADMINISTRATIS DUTIES ACCORDING TO SIZE OF COMMUNITY
p .\, PsiymUJ... JBMtSC
0
1,000
5,000
10,000
15.000
20.000
25.000
30.000
35.000
40.000
45.000
50.000
999
4.999
9.999
14.999
19.999
24.999
29.999
34.999
39.999
44.999
49.999
up
Total
..PaL.fiairt
Average
100.00
25.
12.5 
50. 
00. 
00.
100.
100.
00.
00.
00.
-k2ju-
28 .5
sleXfllo.Uff. V w  Tatl  *V we are able to
see that the amount of time devoted to the plan by the person in 
charge as coordinator varies from one fourth of an hour to fu l l  time. 
It  w ill be seen that 32.1 per cent of those in charge devote three 
hours toward the plan vhile 10,7 r cent devote less than one heur.
From the figures in the same table it is also possible to see that
GO,
3.07 hour* Is the average time devoted to the plan b thou* in chargo. 
On basis of enrollment reported for the year 1933-1934 as shown In 
Table TX the coordinators hare an averse  of 36 pupils to supervise. 
The distribution in Table XV shows that as the population tncr rises 
the t i e  alloted to the plan tends also to Increase accordingly.
It is  also possible to see that in 14.3 per cent of t)s schools 
the coordinator devotes fu l l  timej 17.9 per cent devote two hours 
and 10,7 % devote one hour to the plan.
TaBIX XT
DISTHIBUTXOI 07 TIHK HXCH COQHDIHATGKS UK TOT* TO TITS PAST-
TIMS COQPiiRA.TIVE PLAN AOCOKDINO TO POPUbA IOH 07 Q O m m t?U B
Population
o f T u l l
P art Tims T o ta l 
1 umber
Averiv
...... 1 h r . Coord. Hours
........ 0 -  999 1 1 2 ....
1.000 -  .4.999 1 ... 1 .... ... ......... 1 ........1 ... .....4 ........ 3
8.000 -  9.999 1 3 2 1 ..... -8 _ ?}■
i o . qoo -  14 .  m 2......... 2 3
16.000 -  19.999 1 .... ......1 ...... 3
20.000 -  24.999 1 1 . 2  ... M
25. X) -  29.999 1 ... 1 3
1 1 6
35. 00 -  39.999
40. OX) -  44.999
45.000 -  49.999 1 1 a
2 . 2 ...... .....
Starts . 4 ...... 9 5 3 3 34
Percent-------------------- J L L lS_____
Average time devoted to the plan by the ooo* fcors 3,07 hours.
fr*fig4inatoxa* The qualifications of coordinator
from the standpoint o f education and rootleal experience are shown
in Table XTX. Thoae havir^ degrees represent 75.0 per cent while those
_  .  *»v« f a d
wif-h.-ut (ift 'K * represent 17.7 r cent, as indicated, ha lf of the
coordinators in schools o f communities with populations between 5,000 
an 9,999 do not have degrees.
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TABU XVI O r  KHAl. qBAUPlCATI S3 C8? O^OttDlHATOffJ
emulation
o f
fim alte ...
JL3L
i&ggga.
22ML
Have
Oocrreo
Ind.
itaJos.
AOnd.
—
■faUMU
JL
rafiUs.4 Fa  "rlsnaa
x
z u J l*
„T. X l
JL
JLL
JL JL
- -
a
JTM iim'ifci?.
3 s flgL sx l«a
m
L X
JL
^^ sa r ...isa a j2 .
'SQsfiflXsXiLiXX
SQsfflP r?.aa.
JL
JL
Per cant 17.9
J2L
±
75,0
JUL
48.9 14.3
X
aft.o
J X
50.0
....
XL
39.3
«lth res eot to majors 42.9 per cent gM  *ho*n to b« In Industrial 
A rts; 14.3 per cent In aosdafiiie fie lds nod 36.0 per cent ore In Vhicntlon.
Ike figures pertaining to practical ojc srlenoe show that 50.0 
P «r cent have specific expertonoe still* 39*3 per cent have general 
oxnerienee. The coordinators with general experience prevail in the
*>
tra ile r  eomunitles.'
iiVLaa flaoclOs ,,to. .tiv? rlflfl
Im nty  three coordinators vMdh meroeent 
82 per cent of a l l .  reported tha‘ a record o f attendance is  kept.
One coordinator reported that attendance van not checked. Forms 
fo r record o f attendance la  ehown in A?>pondi* C.
1. '^ xp.rl'riO/’ o f the typst #*leh requlrs «r *c if lo  fflrlll tmA training 
to become Journeyman.
2. fErv*riencc in several lines of work none of t&ioh require a 
prolonged period of training and high degree of sk ill .
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Provisions for special lecture sessions. Twenty three or 82
per cent reported regular scheduled meetings when the cooperative 
pupils are assembled for discussions and lectures on problems related 
to trades and Industry. Only one reported that provisions of this 
type were not made.
Visits by coordinator to Tamila on the dob. Thirteen or 45.5
per cent of the coordinators reported that they v is it  the pupils while 
the latter are on the job once a week while four or 14 per cent 
make a v is it  every two weeks. Two reported that they v is it  the 
pupil on the job once a month. Only one case reported infrequent 
v is its .
Provisions for exploratory functions. Twenty-one or 75 per 
cent of the coordinators reported that pupils are permitted to change 
to a different occupation i f  found to be not suitable fo r the occuoation 
originally  chosen by them. This tryout period according to many 
of the reports, extends over the f irs t  thirty or sixty days. There 
were three or 10.7 per cent who reoorted that puoils are not changed 
after they commence training.
guard against exploitation. Seventeen or 60 per cent of the /  
coordinators reported that there were no d ifficu lt ie s  with the 
employers trying to profit at the expense of the pupil*s training.
There were eleven or 39.3 per cent who reported that there was a 
tendency toward a small amount of exploitation of the pupils while 
on the job. The prevailing criticism mentioned by those reporting 
a small amount of exploitation was the tendency of some es^jloyers 
to emphasise production over instruction and accordingly place pupils 
in routine work which fa ils  to give broad enough experience.
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A^.UUte.r..fce.g.^, ,rn th£.-Cpujjiea. In Table XVII it  is seen
that 53.5 per cent of the schools require examinations in connection
1
with the courses. Reports show that 14.3 per cent of *-11 the schools 
having this form of training do not require examinations except for 
some of the courses while 25 per cent do not require examinations 
fo r any o f the courses.
TABLE XVII
HUMBER OF SCHOOLS REQUIRING EXAMINATIONS AT 
THE COMPLETION OF WORK TRAINING
of. Ej^im;.tJ,qn
Schools requiring examinations 
Required only fo r some courses 
Do not require examinations 
Examinations standardized for each trade 
Examinations not standardized for each 
trade
Total
Number Per cent
15
4
7
2
JL4-
42
53.5
14.3
25.0
7.1
.5g.«.Q-
The figure also shows that 50 per cent of the schools giving 
examinations do not use standardized tests for each trade.
Formulate and standardize courses. One of the specific duties 
of the cooperative part-time vocational plan is  to provide fo r such 
conditions in the nlace o f training as w ill enable the pupil to he 
on work activ ities which w ill give the necessary trainir^ for ef­
ficient participation in the occupation of his choice. In order 
to make the work activ ities on the Job of such a progressive nature 
that the development may he continuous the contents of the courses 
are outlined.
Reports show that 15 or 53.5 percent o f the plans operating 
use outlined courses. 21.4 per cent have outlined courses for
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aome of the tradea while 14.2 per cent report that th^y do not use 
outlined courses. One coordinator reported that he makes a verbal 
understanding with the employer as to content of the training to be 
taught in the shop.
Iflgftft&K p.lace of train,lug. A ll the
reports indicate that the coordinator as agent fo r the plan is re­
sponsible for the placement of pupils in proper places of training 
where they w ill have opportunities to become competent in their 
chosen fie ld .
Ad.iugt d ifficu lties  between employer and m o lls . It was reported 
in a l l  cases that the coordinator is  responsible for handling d if­
ferences between the employers and pupils.
fiottTWfl J.ffi?AIg,.cp.ACQ.rping special problema. The reports a l l  
seemed to indicate that the coordinator is  responsible for special 
assistance to pupils having d ifficu lties  of any nature dealing with 
his vocational training.
How determined. Table XVIII presents a picture of the methods 
employed for determ ning course content. It is seen that in 50 
per cent of the schools the coordinator and employers work out the 
outlines together. Three schools or 12 per cent report that courses
are formulated from materials available in state and federal depart-
■
ments for vocational education. The questionnaire reports indicate 
that the procedure for outlining the courses were based f irs t  on 
listing  the various types of work done on the Job and then these were
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grouped together in a way which w ill permit proper allotment of time 
to each Job. Sixty-four per cent of a l l  the schools have outlined 
courses#
TABLE XVIII
DISTRIBUTION OF METHODS FOR DETERMINING 
CONTENT OF OUTLINED COURSES
Methods of determining content 1lumber Per cent
Coordinator formulates outlined course 
with help of employers 14 50.0
Federal Department of Vocational Education 1 3.5
State Department of Vocational Education 2 7.0
Obtained courses from other schools 1 JLsiL
Total 64.0
requirement,
Hours required per week in place of training. Table XIX clas­
s if ie s  the number of hours spent on the job each week by cooperative 
pupils. Twelve schools or 42,8 per cent of a l l  the schools having 
this form of training require 30 hours per week. As w ill be noticed, 
there is a minimum of 3 hours reported by one school while another 
school reports a maximum of 30 hours. The average for a l l  schools - 
reporting is  16.7 hours. There were 7 per cent of the schools which 
did not report on the amount of hours required per week.
TABLE XIX DISTRIBUTION OF HOURS PER WEEK ON THE JOB
Hours on the .1ob each week ..________Number __Per cent_____
30 hours 1 3.5
27 » 2 7.0
25 » 2 7.0
20 ■ 12 42.8
15 » 7 25.0
7 " 1 3.5
___ 2—  " 1 3.5
Average 16.7 hours
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Itot AUa
[ i;
v.Xaa oi allotment. Twenty-two or 78.9 per cent of he schools 
investigated use the ha lf day in school and half day on the job 
plan. One or 3.5 per cent of the schools have the plan organized 
on the two weeks about bases. One school reports that pupils are 
excused from classes in school when not conflicting.
One ediool using the half day about arrangement for allotment 
o f tire reports that the pupils tr-’in irg fo r the same type of trade 
are paired so that one of the pair is always employed in industry 
while the other is in school getting related theory and nonvocational 
education. Three schools reported that they have pupils do part of 
their work training on Saturdays in order to accommodate the work
' [ -i ; . • |j
in school.
St. .ftEfifltal
Amount of credits allowed, fifteen  or 53.5 per cent of the 
schools having this form of vocational train ng allow two credits 
fo r each year's work on the basis of twenty hours per week or over
total having the plan 
basis of twenty hours
on the job. Two schools or 7 per cent of the 
report that they allow only one credit on the 
a week fo r the entire year. Two schools or 7 per cent allow one 
credit for fifteen  hours per week on yearly basis. Three schools 
of 10.5 per cent of total schools allow half a credit or less for 
less than 15 hours per week. One school reported that there they / 
had no definite arrangement coneeroirg credits.
ft*,tfJTlftUgiw.. la  jaaaifta .aU,<?*,<$ &aaax&„ f i f t een
schools or 53.5 per cent report that there is  limit to the number
5?
of credits which may be applied toward graduation. Ten or 35.7 per 
cent of the schools with this form of training report that there 
are no restrictions on the number of credits earned this way idaich 
may be applied toward graduation.
Credits acceptable by colleges. It was reported by fifteen  or 
53.3 per cent of the schools that credits earned under the cooperat­
ive plan are accepted by the colleges i f  they apply for work which 
is  related to the train ng under this plan.
Credits, effected by_Industrial .Arts. Fourteen or 50 ner cent 
of the schools reported that the number of credits earned in the 
Industrial Arts Department does not effect the number of credits 
that may be earned toward graduation in vocational training.
On basis of aptitude and ab ility  tests. Reports from the question­
naire show that eleven or 39.3 per cent of the schools do not male© 
any use of tests to assist in selection of p ^ i l s  for training. Five 
schools or 17.8 per cent make some use of tests while 3 or 10.7 
per cent of the schools report that they make regular use of tests.
Qn V a i s  c-i. .asademla sucfifesa. Fourteen schools or 50 per cent 
consider academic success in orocess of selecting pupils for vocational 
training while 25 per cent reported that academic success does not 
enter into the selection. Two reports expressed the be lie f that this 
type of training is  particularly serviceable to the pupils whose 
academic success is limited. They claim that many of their pupils 
doing good work in place of training were poor in academic work.
Four reported that they select pupils only on the basis that traits
✓
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necessary for academic success apply to need3 of occupation.
Nine or 32 per cent reported that pupils fa ilin g  in academic
subjects succeed in the vocational classes, 
pupils fa ilin g  in academic classes succeed
Sine reported that 
;o some extent in voca­
tional classes. Thr^e or 10.5 per cent reported that the pupils who 
are failures in academic subjects also f a i l  in vocational classes.
amber of students permitted in place..of training. Six or 21.4 
per cent of the total schools having the plan reported that the number 
of students allowed in the same place is  determined by the size of 
the plant. Four or 14.2 per cent report that two pupils is the number 
allowed in each place of trades training. Two reported that there 
was no limit to the number which might train in the same place. There 
were also schools reporting that one pupil was permitted for ten or 
twelve workmen in the establishment. There was only one school report­
ing that one pupil is the limit for each place of training.
hen does train .ng begin. Reports show that thirteen or 46.4 
per cent of the total plans in operation arrange for the pupils to 
commence training during the Junior year. Seven or 25 per cent of 
the total schools reporting arrange to have the pupils commence train­
ing during the sophomore year. There was one school reporting that 
training begins during the freshman year.
? st experience. Twenty two or 78,5 per cent of the total 
plans in operation report that pupils' past experience in part time 
and summer employment are factors which are considered when selecting 
pupils for vocational training. Two reported that past employment
was not considered.
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jfiAg., aalaftte fee .ijflfifflL fa r  t r a in s *  twenty four or 85.7 per cent 
of a l l  the plans reported that the coordinator is responsible for  
the selection of the places for training.
The ba3ls for -selection. Table XX presents the factors considered 
with their frequency as reported.
TABLE XX QUALIFICATIONS NECESSARY JOft PLACES OF TRAIN INC
£a gjggftt.
Adequate and modern equipment 
Operate successfully 
Good management 
Hast be approved by state 
Proper rating for safety 
Proper health conditions 
Conditions necessary for efficient work 
Business should be well established 
Good moral character 
Must have good standin in community 
Honest and efficient 
Good rating in the fie ld  
As determined by Smith Hughes
6 21.4
6 21.4
3 10.7
3 10.7
2 7.1
2 7.1
6 21.4
2 7.1
2 7.1
1 3.5
1 3.5
1 3.5
1 3.5
Special Educational end Vocational Guidance Provisions
Occupation information course?'. In Table XXI the figures show 
that 53.5 per cent of the schools h- ving this form of vocational 
training also provide for occupational informational courses- Twenty- 
seven per cent do not have such courses.
Thirteen or 43.5 per cent report that theno courses are offered 
during the nineth year. No schools reported that they were offering 
courses of this nature during other years.
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TABLE XXI COURSES IN OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION
Provisions for courses........................ Frequency Per cent
Extent of courses
Have occupational courses 15 53.5
Do not hwr« informational courses 
Partly provided
When offered
During the ninth year 
During other years
Amount of time spent on the course 
Hour classes for one semester 
Hour classes for whole year 
Classes meet less t i  e
7
2
13
0
9
1
3
27.0
7.0
43.5
0.0
33.1
3.5
10.7
Nine or 33.1 per cent of the schools with this form of vocational 
training reported that classes of this nature were offered one hour 
oer day for one semester. One school is  offering the course an hour 
per day for the whole year.
Emigratory courses. Eleven or 39.1 per cent o f the total
.
schools report that they provide for exploratory courses. There 
were four or 14 per cent of the schools which reported that courses 
of this nature are not available.
In Table XXII is shown the lis t  of subjects classified as of
'
exploratory nature with the frequencies reported. You w ill note 
that every subject under Industrial Arts classification is commonly 
offered in the average shop.
TABLE XXII EXPLORATORY COURSES
ag-.SEhlflgaftaaL Frequency Per cent
Industrial Arts 
Woodworking 
Mechanical Drawing 
Metal Work 
Electrical
10
6
6
1
2
35.6
21.4
21.4 
3.5 
7.0
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TABU) XXIX (Continued)
______Subjects Classes as exploratory________ Frequency__ per cent
Industrial Arts
General Mechanics 1 3.5
Machine Shop 1 3.5
Auto Shop 1 3.5
Blacksmithing 1 3.5
Farm Shop 1 3.5
Other types of subjects
Agriculture 1 3.5
General Science 1 3 .5
Secretarial Studies 1 3 .5
Journalism 1 3 .5
Hone Economics 1 3 .5
Commercial 1 3.5
T&tafiS. JLhe_PJt_an |  i
Academic failures *ho succeed in vocational training. Nine
' • ' j: J- I . i
or 32.1 per cent of the total schools report that the pupils f a i l
ing in academic subjects succeed in training Nine or 32.1 per c
report that some of them succeed. Three or 7.0 per cent report that 
i f  they fa iled  in academic subjects they were found to f a i l  also 
in vocational training.
Motivating values.. Ninteen or 68.5 per cent of the schools 
reported that pupils are found to improve in their academic subjects 
when enrolled under this plan. Two or 7.0 per cent reported no 
improvement.
Specific sk ills . It was reported by 78.5 per cent of the schools 
that the specific aim of the plan is sk ill whenever it is  essential
in the occupations. One school reported that sk ill is  not the aim.
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Ltesms* it  .yss-jacAJn
faglAttLaia..fflg...plftfift-'iSfl*.. Thirteen or 46.4 per cent of the 
schools report that there is no special office provided. Three or
10.7 report that a special office fo r placement service is  maintained. 
Ten or 35.6 per cent of the schools rdport that the coordinator
is  in charge of the placentant. Two schools 
one responsible for the service.
report that there is no
Per cent of Pupils placed. Table XXIII shows the different 
percentage of pupils placed after graduation ®s reported by 53.7 
par cent of the schools.
TABLE XXIII PERCENT OP PUPILS PLACED UPON GRADUATION
P^r S*pt. reported, .aacagBSZ- J ju jls sbSl
Average
95
90
85
82
78
70
65
64
55
40
25
15
M L
61.7
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
3.5
7.0
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
7.0
3.5
3.5
It w ill he seen that an average of 61.7 per cent are placed. 
Pupils remaining on the Job permanently. The figures in Table 
XXIV are baaed on the reports from 18 or 64.3 >^r cent of the schools 
having the plan. The figures show that 66 per cent of the pupils in
this form of training are employed permanently in the place where
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training was given. It  w ill be observed that the percentage reported
varies from a minimum of 10 per cent to a maximum of 100 per cent.
i „
TABLE XXIV PER CENT REMAINING IN PLACE OF TRAINING
AFTER GRADUATION
Average
cent reported Number Per cent
100 1 3.5
98 1 3.5
90 a 7.0
80 2 7.0
75 4 14.0
72 1 3.5
70 1 3.5
65 1 3.5
50 2 7.0
20 1 3.5
13 1 3.6
1 3.5
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ggflL.ftC W Sl)-9. CQr^nuln^.,la..I»caUg.n,» Table XXV presents 
figures showing that 65.8 per cent of the pupils continue in the 
vocation for which they were trained under the plan. Eleven or 
39.2 per cent of the schools reported.
TABLE XXV PER CENT OF PUPILS CONTINUING IN
VOCATION FOR WHICH TRAINED
Per cent reported Freauency Per cent
100 1 3.5
95 1 3.5
90 2 7.0
75 1 3.5
72 1 3.5
67 1 3.5
65 1 3.5
50 1 3.5
15 1 3.5
5
Average 65.8
1 3.5
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^resept outlook. Twenty or 71.4 percent of the schools with 
this form of training report that its  outlook for the future is  
good. Two schools report that conditions improve the future for 
the plan w ill be better. One school report having d ifficu lt ie s  with
the labor unions.
Twenty or 71.4 per cent report that the interests and attitudes 
of the puDlls toward the plan is  very fine. Two reported the at­
titude and interest of the pupils vary from passive to intensive.
*
It is  reported from 31 or 75 per cent of the coordinators in 
charge of the plan that the attitude of the community toward the 
plan is very favorable. One reported that there are a few discontent
h v '-
in his community.
Seventeen or 60.7 per cent reported that there are no objections 
by the regular employees. Four or fourteen per cent reported very 
l i t t le  objections. One reported that there were objections only 
when many ™ere unemployed. Only one reported that there are objections.
asho.a3j..toy&pg formal aflrspTttato. i t  is
reported by 34 or 85.7 per cent of the schools that there is  either 
a written or verbal agreement between the school and the employers
’ 0 '
which have pttoils for training in their establishment. Twelve or
Content of agreements. In Table XXVI are listed  some of the out­
standing provisions of these agreements according to frequency reported.
43.8 per cent of the schools have written agreements. /
1. See Appendix B
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TABLE XXVI PROVISIONS OF fSXfJSSr AGREEMENTS B:OTi3J
SCHOOL AND EMPLOYER
________________ ICEgflHSIgZ____Per.-.g«S&
Pupil not to replace regular employees 3 10.7
Follow the outlined course 5 17.5
To be paid minimum wages when doing work 
for which others would be paid 1 3.5
To be placed on junior wage after pupil 
becomes m  asset to employer 2 7.0
To provide for shop training 4 14.0
Hot to be used for chores 1 3.5
Agree to minimum wage
1
3.5
To be trained in every phase of the trade 1 3.5
Pupils, receive pay while on training Job, Ten or 34.2 per
cent of the schools report that the pupils are paid for work on
the Job. Two schools report that pupils are not paid.
CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY
The data for this investigation has been obtained from ouestion-
'
naire returns. The data obtained in this manner are accurate to 
the extent o f the accuracy applied by those reporting. The data 
obtained from the questionnaire returns were tabulated, compiled, 
and interpreted impartially. An attempt was made to present the 
actual status of this form of training in public hi$i schools during 
the period 1929 to 1934 Inclusive.
Present status; The investigation shows that there were 38 
schools with this plan in operation. Wine of these schools dis­
continued the plan during the period of the study, leaving twenty- 
nine public high schools at present with cooperative part-time 
vocational training plana in operation. It  was found that th® plan
7  1is  more prevalent in the other sections of the United States.
Pive schools which had discontinued the plan gave the depression 
as the reason. They reported that the conditions during the de­
pression made it  impossible to place the graduates in Jobs.
It  was found that 62.9 per cent of the schools having the plan 
are in c ities  below ten thousand in population. Of the total 
public hi<d* schools in communities with a population above ten 
thousand, and 45 per cent have discontinued the plan.
Montana was found to have the largest total enrollment for a l l  
the states. During the years of 1930 to 1934 inclusive, a total 
of 826 pupils were reported to have been in cooperative classes.
7f
Coordinators having degrees cs.'-*es«at 75 par cent of the total.
forty-two T»r cent have majors in Industrial A^ts, while 50 per 
cent have practical experience as tradesmen in specific fie ld s .
M I m  spec ific  to the plan, fixity-two per cent of the total 
reported that they keen accurate record of attendance. Twenty-three 
or 83 per cent provide for general class discussions in school. 
Thirteen or 45.5 per cent of the coordinators v is it  the pupils 
once a week while the latter are on the job. Twenty-one or 75 per 
cent report that pupils are changed to different occupations i f  found 
to be not suitable to the originally  chosen occupation. Sixty per 
cent reported no d ifficu lt ie s  with the employers exploiting; the 
pupils. Reports indicated that 57.5 per cent of the schools require 
examinations upon completion of courses, fifteen  or 55,5 per cent 
of the schools operating under this plan, use outlined courses.
A ll the schools reported that the coordinator locates pupils In 
suitable places for training; adjusts d ifficu lt ie s  between employer
] L  *
aand pupils; and counsels pupils concerning special problems they
coordinators report 
summer employment
may have. Twenty-two or 78.5 per cent of the 
that pupils* past experience in part time and
i
are factors which are considered when selecting pupils for vocational
training.
Ss.l7.<Lt.ion..o.f  pl.Bcep. , . t r a la t a f r  Twenty-four or 85.7 per cent 
o f coordinators reoort that they select the places where training is  
to be carried on.
Under this plan classes for eighty three different occupations 
were reported to have been organised. The largest enrollment was
II
found to he in auto mechanics, office work, machinists' trades, 
re ta il sales work, and pattern making.
The study reveals that the schools provide related subjects 
for twenty-nine different occupations. Related subjects for re ta il
selling have the highest reported frequency, while related subjects
"
for auto mechanics rank second. Subjects related to machine shop 
work ranked third.
This study revealed that 6.4 per cent ef a l l  pupils enrolled
r
under the plan are academic failures.
Organization. It  is  found that every plan investigated was 
supervised by a representative of the school known as the coordinator.
Four schools reported having a fu l l  tiae coordinator in charge of 
the program. In a l l  the other schools reporting it  ms found that
the coordinator devotes only part of his tirca to the administration
•
of the plan. Reports show that 39.5 per cent of the coordinators 
have Industrial Arts teaching duties* 38.5 per cent have some form 
of administrative duties; and 31.4 per cent have academic teaching 
duties.
The average time devoted to the plan by coordinators is  3.07 
hours. The variation in time devoted was from one fourth of an 
hour to fu l l  tim9. Kins or 32.1 per cent of the total plans in 
operation reported that three hours was the dally  amount of time.
This represented the highest frequency for different time allotments. 
Guidance provisions. It  was found that 53.5 per cent of the
schools provide for occupational information courses. Thirteen or 
43.5 per cent report that these courses ore given during the ninth year
Eleven or 35.1 per cent provide foe exploratory courses In 
school.
Values of the nlnn. It  is reported by 32.1 per cant of the 
schools that the pupils fa ilin g  in academic subjects succeed in 
vocational training, while an equal per cent report that some o f them
succeed.
Nineteen or 68.5 per cent of the schools report that pupils
ere found to improve In their academic sub.}*'cts when enrolled under
this pirn.
It  was reported by 78.5 per cent of the schools that the specific
ala of the plan is  the development of sk ill whenever essential in 
the occupation. A few schools report**? that the aim was ale*? that
of axr'loration. Tt would enable the wunil to confirm his choice.
’ ■
Place-Tent of pupils in jobs after graduation, leports from 
53.7 oer cent of the schools indicate that 51.7 of the pupils are
" ' i ‘
placed upon graduation. Eighteen or 64.3 per cent of the schools 
reported that 66 per cent of the pupils continue permanently on 
the job where they were trained. Eleven or 39.2 per cent of th6 
schools reported that 55.8 per cant of the pupils continue in the 
vocation for which they were trained under the plan.
Pntnra of the an. Twenty-four or 71.4 par cent of the schools 
with this form of training report that it s  outlook for the future is  
good.
.
Twenty or 71.4 per cent of the schools report that the interests 
and attitudes of the pupils toward th~ plan are very satisfactory*
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